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The theory of radial vibrations in short, hollow cylinders of barium titanate has been developed. This de- 
velopment results in an expression which relates the radial coupling coefficient to the measurement of the 
resonant and antiresonant frequencies of the first harmonic of the radial mode of vibration. The important 
parameter in this development was found to be the ratio of outside diameter to inside diameter, and once 
this ratio was given, the expression relating coupling coefficient to resonance measurement took a particularly 
simple form. An interesting result of theory was that for any value of the ratio of diameters, many of the 
higher harmonics are forbidden in this mode of vibration. 

Experiments were devised to test some of the theoretical conclusions and were found to be in excellent 
agreement with the theory. 

INTRODUCTION 

REQUENTLV in the use of piezoelectric and 
e]ectrostrictive materials, one is concerned with a 

method of measuring the coupling coefficient of the 
element for some mode of vibration. Normally the 
shape o[ the material is that of long rods or thin plates 
or disks. The coupling coefficient of a crystal for shapes 
such as these can accurately be determined by measure- 
ment of resonant and antiresonant frequencies of the 
first harmonic. The mathematics for the necessary 
calculations for these shapes has been previously 
published. 

Occasionally, however, a use arises for a peculiar 
shape and, with it, a need for a method of determining 
the coupling coefficient of materials of this shape. This 
is particularly true since the advent of electrostrictive 
ceranfics such as barium titanate. Recently the need 
has arisen for a method of determining the coupling 
coefficient of a hollow cylinder of electrostrictive 
material, whose length is small compared to its outside 
diameter. This report concerns itself with the mathe- 
matics which allows calculation of coupling coefficients 
for such shapes for the radial mode of vibration. Electro- 
strictire equations will be used rather than piezoelectric 
since anyone working with such a shape will probably 
be working with one of the electrostrictive ceramics. 
However, it can easily be shown that the results of the 
electrostrictive case will carry over to the piezoelectric 
case. 

RADIAL VIBRATIONS 

The configuration with which we will be concerned 
is shown in Fig. 1. The thickness I is small compared 
with the outside radius a. There will be no restriction 
on the inside radius b. Radial vibrations in a solid disk 
which has been treated by Mason' will become a limiting 
case of the present treatment. 

For radial vibrations, it is best to transform the usual 
electrostrictive equations into cylindrical coordinatesJ 

l W. P. Mason, Piezoelectric Crystals and Their Application to 
Ultrasorties (D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York, 1950). 

They then take the following formS: 

S,, = sø11nT,+sø1m( Too+ T•) 
q- [Qxxtl*?+Qll• (•oa+/iD] 

Soo= sD n•( T..+ T•) + sZ)1111Too 
+ [Q, 

&•= (•,s%,) r.•+ (Ql11•- •,)• 

so= 

= 401*& - 2 { 

In these equations E•, Eo, and E• are the component 
of the electric field in the r, 0, and z directions, $,, 8s, 
and •, are the components of the electric displacement 
divided by •, S•i and To are the ijth components of 
the strain tensor and stress tensor, respectively, 
are the elastic compliance constants measured at con- 
stant electric displacement, O•v the dielectric 
permeability constants (inverse of dielectric constants) 
measur• at constant stress, and Q•i•o are the electro- 
strictlye constants. 

FIO. 1. Hollow cyi- __ • _ '•_ inder whose length • 
short compared to 
outside diameter. 

• These equations differ from those appearing in the first edition 
of Mason's book in that a correction term to the impermeabilit¾ 
constant has been dropped after verbal communications with 
Mason. 
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In solving the equations of m•tion, it is also necessary 
to know the strains in terms of the mechanical dis- 

placements in the r, O, and z directions. Denoting these 
displacements by ur, uo, and u• the strains are: 

Or 

S, = - 
r O0 r 

Oz 

Ouo uo 1 OUr 

Or r r 

OUr 

l Ouz 
Sos = - --+ 

r O0 

We will assume that the thickness is so small that the 

change of stress in the z direction is negligible. Since 
the stresses are zero at the surface, we can set 

Furthermore, since we shall consider only motion that 
is entirely radial, T•o= 0 and also u0= u•= 0. We will 
consider the case in which the field is applied only in 
the •. direction so that/5,--$0=0. The electrostrictive 
equations now become: 

S,r = søm• T•,-1L søn2T ooq-Q m• 

Soo = 

Ez = 4•Onr•.-- 2Qm•. (T.+ Too). 
In the case of electrostrictive ceramics the electric 

displacement may be represented by 
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Fro. :2. Plot of œu•½tion/(•or/•) w•ch 
re•n•nce condition. 

where 15•0 is the reinanent electric displacement caused 
by polarization and /t• the alternating component. 
Solving the above equations simultaneously, the alter- 
hating component of the stress and displacement are 
given by the equations 

T / Yo • \ 
4•rfinr(1 

T / Yø• x S 2Qmd'øYø•E-' 

os= + (T.+T.) 
4•rfin v 4•r•n v 

where 
--sem•/semt= v is the Poismn's ratb 

and 
1/semi= Yo • is Young's modulus in which 

$Dl122 
SEl122 • 

1 

and 
$DIIII 

$•1111 m 
QZll2dZz 0 ' 

1 
•115•1111 

The o•y remaining equation which is ne•ed is •e 
force equation which becomes for the describ• 
conditions 

OT. (T•--TOo) 
•= 

Since now 

S•=-- and Soo=-- 

the equation of motion becomes 

-- ' t =o = -•¾u, 
1--a•kOr • r Or 

for simple harmonic motion. 
This is a Bessel's equation of the first oMer which has 

the solution 
/wr• 1•i Yo • 

where JlCr/v) and K•(•/v) are Bessel hnctions of •e 
first and second kind. The boundary conditions are •at 
the stress T•,=0 when r=a and when r=b, a and b 
being the outside and inside radii. 

} 
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Inserting the boundary conditions and solving for a and/5 we get 

X 

• x¾i a K'\¾/JL•'Jø\¾l-- b Jx\•-/j 

Qtt•.•0E,(1-l-a) 

This gives 

. .¾.., 
( ¾ø" / (' :,-.= \1--½•/I [, 

raw [•,\ (l-a)(•or)]} QmCzoYoEE, 
Substituting these values we find that 

4•r/5•'11 a-/5•'n (1 --o') 

Qm½,oY% r oJ /•or\ c• 
-1 --/a-Jol--I +/5-KoI--I/. 

2r/•rn(1-,)[ v \v/ v \*lJ 

The next step is to obtain an expression for the elec- 
trical admittance. The admittance is equal to the cur- 
rent into the element divided by the voltage across it. 
But for simple harmonic motion the current is i= dQ/dt 
=ja• where Q is the surface charge. This gives for 

admittance l/Z= i/Ed=i<oQ/Ed. We need now to find 
an expression for the surface charge Q. 

Since the value of • at the surface is equal to the 
surface charge density we can find Q by performing the 
integration 

Q= L dOJ• •,rdr. 
Evaluating this integral and making the substitution 

•r/SVn(1-v) _l 4•r/snen 

where /5n ne is the radially clamped impermeability 
constant, we have 

Q= 

-J-J•'[IJI'KI(?)--bKI(•)]} - 
The radial coupling coefficient can be expressed as 

',,'/5•',, (1-- o') ' 

Using this and the two expressions for the constants 
and/5 we arrive at the formidable expression 
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-j .¾.- b xT/Jt; -- (g Jl\71jj 

The resonant frequency occurs when the admittance 
becomes infinite or when 

This means that the function 1.9 

corK(cot • cot ,.7 

(7) (?) 
runs(have two roots for any possible v•ue of the func- 
tion. One root corresponds to A=•,a/v where • is 
th(resonant frequent, and the other is B=w•b/v. A 
plo[ of this function is given in Fig. 2. In this plot, the 
Poison ratio of bari• titanate a=0.30 is a•umed. 
The first U-shap• part of the •e co•esponds to the LC 
first ha•o•c. It is notic• that for eve• value of 
f(•/v) there are two values of wr/v which satisfy this 
value of f(•r/v). It is also noticed that for any ratio 

of the crystal radii a/b=A/B there is one and only 
one value of the function which will have the two roots 
A and B. This means that if this portion of the curve is 
plotted carefully, one can find the two roots A and B 
which correspond to each value of f(cor/,) and these 
values of A and 33 may be plotted against the ratio 
of the radii a/b. Figures 3 and 4 show such plot. Thus 
given the values of a and b the resonant frequency is 
uniquely determined. 

The other part of the curve in Fig. 2 corresponds to 
higher harmonics. It is particularly interesting to note 

c•/b 

Fro. 3. Plot of 
A =to,a/, as a func- 
tion of the ratio a/b. 
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Fm. 4. Plot of 
B=w,.b/v as a func- 
tion of the ratio a/b. 
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that whereas there is a first harmonic resonance for 

any ratio of a/b, for any bigher harmonic there are 
only certain ratios of a to b which will allow this 
harmonic to exist. Thus for any crystal of this shape, 
many of the higher harmonics are forbidden. This of 
course does not apply in the limiting case of b=0 in 
which case all higher harmonics are permissible. 

There remains the problem of determining what 
happens at antiresonance. This occurs when the ex- 
pression in brackets in the admittance equation reduces 
to zero. The frequency separation between resonance 
and antiresonance can be obtained by developing the 
Bessel functions in Taylor series about the roots A and 
B. This gives 

(7) Jo =Jo(A)-AJ•(A)--+... 

wa ) A f x0 T fr 

2o- 

5 6 
O 

Fro. 5. Plot of the constant C which occurs in the equation 
k•/(l-k 2) =C(hf/f•) as a function of the ratio a/b 

ß ß 

a/ af = K•(A )-k AKo(A )--- K•(A )---k . . . 

where f, is resonant frequency. Similar expressions can 
be derived for Jo (cob/v), Ko (cob/,), Jz (cob/v) and K• 
about the root B. Also we have coa/,=A+A (/xf/fr) and 
cob/v=B+B(/xf/f,). Inserting these values into the 
bracket expression, we get to a first approximation the 
second formidable expression 

•-(l--a) 2[Ko(A)Jo(B)-Ko(B)Jo(A)]--[- EK•(B)Ji(A)-K•(A)J•(B)] 
AB 

1 1 

+ (1-o•)(•[K•(B)Jo(A)--Ko(A)Jt(B)]+-[Ko(B)J•(A)--K•(A)Jo(B)] A 

f½ 

k a l+v 
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FIO. 6. Plot of the ratio of the resonant frequency of a hollow 
cylinder to the resonant frequency of a solid disk as a function of 
the ratio b/a. 

If the inner and outer radii and the Poisson's ratio is 

known this equation can be put into the form 

1--k 2 f• 
where C is a constant. For barium titanate the value of 
this constant has been calculated for various ratios of 

a/b and is plotted in Fig. 5. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The results of the preceding section were checked by 
the following experiments. Three barium titanate ele- 

ments were available which had had holes cut in their 

center. These elements were 0.125 in. thick and had an 

outside diameter of 1.047 in. The hole diameters were 

0.126 in., 0.367 in., and 0.492 in. Unfortunately no 
resonance measurements were made on these elements 

before the holes were cut. However, several elements 
of the same batch were available for measurements, and 
these elements had radial coupling coefficients of 
0.264-0.01. Using the results of the preceding section, 
the radial coupling coefficients of the three test samples 
were 0.25, 0.26, and 0.26. 

The preceding section also predicts that, when com- 
pared with the resonant frequency of the solid disk, 
the resonant frequency of an element with a hole in 
the middle should decrease with increasing hole di- 
ameter if the outside diameter is kept constant. The 
ratio of the resonant frequency of a ring to the resonant 
frequency of the solid disk is plotted against the ratio 
a/b as the solid line in Fig. 6. The ratios of the resonant 
frequencies of the three experimental elements to the 
average of the resonant frequencies of other crystals of 
the same batch are plotted as experimental points. The 
agreement is within experimental error. 
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Propagation of Elastic Waves in Cylindrical Shells, Including the Effects of 
Transverse Shear and Rotatory Inertia* 

P.M. NAOttDI AN• R. M. COOPER 

University of Micldgan, Ann Arbor, Hichigar• 
(Received August 24, 1955) 

Two systems of equations of motion, designated as (I) and (II), for thin rustic cylindrical shells are 
derived which include the effects of both trmasverse shear deformation and rotatory inertia. The cbaxacter 
of the two systems of equations is such that, upon the neglect of transverse shear deformation and rotatory 
inertia, Eqs. (I) will reduce to those 'known as Love's first approximation, while (II), which enjoys a consider- 
able mathematical simplicity as compared to (1), will correspond to those given by Donnell. Both systems 
of Eqs. (I) and (II) are employed in a study for propagation of axisymmetric waves in an infinite cylindrical 
shell. The agreement between the predictions of the two systems of equations, in all modes of motion, for 
phase velocities of propagated waves in the complete range of wavelengths is found to be excellent. The 
results, with reference to the nature of the modes of motion according to both (I) and (II), are frether ex- 
amined and the relative merit of the present paper to the work of other authors is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

N a recent paper t dealing with the general theory of 
thin isotropic elastic shells (where the effects of 

transverse normal stress, transverse shear deformation, 
and rotatory inertia are also discussed), a set of stress- 
displacement relations is deduced which is entirely 

* The results presented in th/s paper were obtained in the course 
of research sponsored by the Office of Naval Research under 
Contract Nonr-1224(01), NR 064-408 with the University of 
Michigan. 

• P.M. Blaghdi, ONR Project NR-064-48, Contract Nonr- 
1224(01), Engineering Research Institute, University of Michigan, 
Tech. Repts. No. 1 and 2 (January and March, 1955) (to be 
published). 

consistent with the assumptions for the stresses and 
displacements in a thin shell; these results were ob- 
tained by means of a variational theorem due to 
E. Reissner2 In the sequel, using the basic equations of 
reference 1, two systems of equations of motion for 
elastic cylindrical shells will be considered. These sys- 
tems of equations of motion, which include the effects 
of both transverse shear deformation and rotatory 
inertia, will be designated as Eqs. (I) and (II); Eqs. 
(II) enjoy some mathematical simplicity as compared 
to (I) and will be referred to as an "approximate" 

Eric Reissner, J. Math. Phys. 29, 90-95 (1950). 


